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Extend the value of your ERP

Maximize ROI with process automation and content services
Despite investing in technology and solutions
to handle financial processes more efficiently,
critical accounting and finance activities at many
organizations are still slowed down by manual tasks.
At the same time, finance and accounting managers
are being asked to handle processes faster, provide more
accurate and usable data to business users and reduce
costs. The question isn’t how to set priorities: Meeting
all these objectives is essential for any organization to
remain competitive for the long term. The real issue
is finding ways to do them better.

You’ve already got the foundation
Good news: The problem is not your ERP. It was
designed to record, manage and protect enterprise
financial data through precisely defined roles for
usage. And it does that very well.
What it doesn’t do well is let you capture, manage
or access any of the unstructured information that
clarifies and supports recorded transactions for
receivables and payables. Nor does it make it easy
to provide up-to-date information about those
transactions to people who need it to do their jobs.
To stop chasing key information and patching together
reports for business units, you need technology that
works with your ERP to put all the information and
processes it doesn’t control into context with the
transaction data is does contain. You need process
automation and content services from Hyland.

Build on your ERP investment
Hyland solutions work with the technology you
already have—even multiple ERPs—so your IT
strategy remains intact. It’s true, deep integration
that smoothly connects processes and documents
with transactions in your ERP. So you eliminate
error-prone, time-consuming manual tasks that
often take place behind the scenes, and start
working with your ERP instead of around it.

Automate any size operation
Hyland offers process automation solutions
to fit nearly any operation. Whether you’re processing
thousands, hundreds of thousands or even millions
of transactions on a monthly basis, we can tailor
the functionality and scope to fit your needs. It’s a
practical approach to automation that recognizes the
delicate balance between business requirements and
the need for a healthy return on investment. We can
help you chart a technology path to fit current needs
of your organization that can be easily adapted
as requirements change.

Manage content for any financial process
Purchase-to-pay, order-to-cash and everything
in between - we’ve cover it all with our flexible
and extensive technology portfolio. We combine
the right intelligent capture, document management,
automation and mobile capabilities to suit your
organization’s needs - deployed on-premise
or the cloud.

A complete technology line-up for complete automation
Capture

Measure

Collect documents and data from any source:
paper, fax, email attachments, XML and PDF.
After capture, relevant data is validated and
transferred to your enterprise systems, content
can be securely stored in the Hyland repository
and documents are easily accessible throughout
the financial process workflow.

With interactive reporting dashboards,
spot process bottlenecks before they occur
and balance workloads as needed. Monitor
invoice status and volume, and keep track of
accruals and invoice aging for more accurate
cash flow management.

Content

Seamless, intuitive and efficient integration
capabilities let you capture, manage, access
and process invoices, sales orders, vendor
communications and any other information
related to your financial processes more
effectively across your entire IT environment.

Built on a fast, scalable, world-class storage
model, our content management capabilities
cover everything from electronic signatures, to
records management to document composition.

Process

Integration

Adaptable, user-friendly workflow enhances
flexibility yet provides a structured means
to ensure business process integrity. Autonotifications and connection to your enterprise
email applications keep staff informed and
provide the workflow access needed to keep
processes moving.

Hyland extends the value of process automation throughout the enterprise
Increase visibility for more informed financial decisions
Improve transparency by giving business units access to current data in a usable format, so they can more effectively
manage working capital and fulfill strategic objectives.

Unify processes and information
Standardize data extraction, ensure the integrity of business rules, reduce exceptions and eliminate workarounds,
so there is one version of “the truth” and only one place to get it.

Unlock information trapped in unstructured content
Extract data efficiently across multiple channels and formats, then validate and pass it through to your ERP for near
real-time evaluation of key indicators.

Boost the functionality of existing systems
Integrate smoothly with existing ERPs to minimize disruption, speed optimization and increase adoption.
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